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Chapterr 1

Digitall Media Warehouses
YamaYama said, "Surely knowledge should be free to everyone, since all knowledgeedge is the gift of the Preservers"
"Ah,"Ah, but if it was freed," Kun Nurbo said, "who would hok after it?
KnowledgeKnowledge is a delicate thing, easily destroyed or lost, and each part
ofof the knowledge we look after is potentially dependent upon every other
part.part. I could open the library to all tomorrow, ifI was so minded, but I will
not.not. You could wander the stacks for a dozen years, Yama, and never find
whatwhat you are looking for. lean lay my hand on the place where the answer
maymay lie in a few hours, but only because I have spent much of my life
studyingstudying the way in which the books andfilesand records are catalogued
TheThe organization of knowledge is just as important as knowledge itself,
andand we are responsible for the preservation of that organization."
Paull J. McAuley - Ancients of Days
Encouragedd by the low price of digitizing methods (e. g. digital cameras, scanners)
andd storage capacity {e. g. DVDs) collections of media objects are quickly becoming
popular.. Public services like libraries and museums digitize their collections and make
partss of it available to the public. Likewise, the public digitizes private information,
e.e. g. holiday pictures, and shares it on the World Wide Web (WWW). Vast collections
off digital media are thus constructed in a relatively easy manner.
Thee management of these media objects encompasses many more aspects than
justt populating the digital media warehouse (DMW). First, there is the retention issue
off the digital content; will the digital image be accessible in 25 years from now?
Dedicatedd database [Sub97] and file systems [Bos99] have been developed to handle
thee input, storage and output of media streams. Second, security issues play a role:
whoo is allowed to retrieve the data and should the data be encrypted? Third, the mass
off information in a DMW stresses our capability tofindrelevant information: how to
retrievee all images related to, for example, jazz music? The next section will delve
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Figuree 1.1: Multimedia information retrieval system
deeperr into this last issue, because the contribution of this thesis lies within this grand
challenge. .

1.11

Multimedia Information Retrieval

AA known and limited subset of a warehouse can be accessed by browsing: the commonn practice of every day life on the WWW. However, if this subset is unknown,
identifyingg relevant media objects in the vast collection poses a major problem.
Identifyingg relevant media objects is studied in the area of multimedia informationtion retrieval. This research community is multidisciplinary and thus attracts scientist
fromm various disciplines, e. g. computer vision, artificial intelligence, natural language
processingg and database technology. These disciplines play their specific role in the
subsystemss of the generic multimedia information retrieval system sketched in Figuree 1.1 (based on [Del99]). A small walk through this generic system will clarify the
informationn flow between and the individual roles of the various subsystems.
Thee user, i. e. the person in the left part of the figure, starts a session with the
systemm to resolve a query intention, for example: find a portrait of the jazz trumpeter
Chett Baker. Query specification tools offer assistance in translating the query intentionss into query clues understood by the system. For example: query-by-sketch (QbS)
[DP97,, JFS95] or query-by-text (QbT) [dJGHNOO, KKK+91, OS95] are well-known
paradigmss being used. In QbS a global impression of the image has to be drawn. Keywordss or phrases, like "Chet Baker", "jazz" or "trumpet", form the clues used by the
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QbTT paradigm.
Thesee query clues are subsequently translated by the search engine into database
queries.. The type of the information stored in the database, and thus these translations,
iss as diverse as the query specification paradigms. For example: the QbS paradigm
mapss the clues on numerical feature vectors containing information about color, texturee and shapes. The keywords and phrases from the QbT paradigm may map on
entriess in an ontology [SDWW01], controlled vocabulary or textual annotations. This
mappinggfromquery clues to the information stored forms the basis tofindmatching
mediaa objects. When the mapping is also used for the ranking of matching objects the
searchh engine needs a notion of similarity: how similar are two objects in the space
inducedd by the mapping? Using this distance metric the objects can be ranked from
thee best to the worst match [Fal96].
Thee database executes the query specification to match and rank the media objects.
AA visualization tool presents these query results for further inspection to the user. Also
forr this part of the generic system many paradigms are available: the results may be
shownn as clusters in a multidimensional space [vLdLWOO] or the user can browse
throughh them [CL96]. Other senses than the user's eyes may also be used to present
thee query results, e. g. when the media type is audio or a score the musical theme is
playedd [MB01].
Inn most cases the user will have to refine the query to zoom in on the relevant
sett of multimedia objects [MM99, VWS01]. This relies on a better understanding by
thee user of the database content thus allowing a better formulation of the information
need.. Query refinement is supported by a relevance feedback mechanism [CMOY96,
RHM98,, RHOM98, RTG98, Roc71], which allows the user to indicate the positive and
negativee relevance of the objects retrieved. These indications are used by the system to
adjustt the query clues better to the user's query intention. Such a mechanism connects
thee visualization tool to the query specification tool and creates an interactive loop.
Thee hypothesis is that when the user terminates the loop he or she will have found the
mediaa objects in the collection with a best match to the query intention.
Inn every system part the original media objects play a role. These media objects
cann be either stored directly in the database, or reside on a different storage medium,
e.e. g. the file servers of the WWW. The information exchanged between the various
subsystemss will seldom contain the raw media objects. Instead database keys, filenamess or Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) [BLFTM98] are passed along.
Thee information about the collection of media objects is produced by the annotationn subsystem. Part of this system handles the interaction with the librarian, i. e.
thee person in the right part of Figure 1.1. This librarian uses his domain knowledge
andd standard conventions, e. g. in the vain of the traditional Anglo-American Cataloguingloguing Rules (AACR2R) [GW98], to annotate the media objects. These annotations
rangee from content-independent [DCM01], e. g. this image was added to the collectiontion at July 1,1998, to content-descriptive data [ISO01], e. g. this image is a portrait
off Chet Baker [Gro94]. Apart from a manual part the annotation system also has an
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automaticc part. In the automatic part the system uses algorithms and additional informationn sources, like an ontology or a thesaurus, to automatically extract additional
information.. Interaction between the two parts may be used to complete and verify
thee annotation, e. g. automatic extracted concepts may be approved by the librarian.
Thee database functions as a persistent buffer between the off line produced annotationn information and the on line use of this information to answer queries. This
databasee is managed by a Database Management System (DBMS). A DBMS offers
nott only persistent storage of the data, but also other functionality needed by a DMW.
Forr example, to assure a consistent representation and to control mixed access, but
also,, one of the major research themes in database technology, query optimization.
Thee search engine will profit from the last one in its search for matching media objects. .
Ass the main focus of this thesis lies within the idea of automatic annotation extractionn extraction the coming section will further describe the role of this subsystem.

1.22

Annotations

Ass discussed in the walk through and shown in Figure 1.1 the annotation information
iss produced manually and/or automatically extracted. However, with the increasing
sizee of media collections manual annotation of all media objects becomes unfeasible.. Likewise, when the collection is unconstrained, /. e. contains media objects from
variouss domains, manual annotation of the objects can never meet all possible query
intentions.. Even for domain and size restricted collections manual annotation remains
hard,, due to the fact that annotations tend to be subjective, /. e. they describe the
personall perception of the librarian. These aspects increase the importance of the
automaticc part of the annotation subsystem.

1.2.11

The Semantic Gap

Thee holy grail for automatic annotation is to take over the content-descriptive part of
thee manual burden. To realize this, the semantic gap between raw sensor data and
"reall world" concepts has to be bridged. For visual data this gap is defined as follows
[SWS+00]: :
TheThe semantic gap is the lack of coincidence between the information that
oneone can extract from the visual data and the interpretation that the same
datadata have for a user in a given situation.
Thiss definition may be generalized to raw sensor data in general without loss of validity. .
Thee semantic gap is visualized in Figure 1.2. The user with all his/her general
knowledgee will have many associations with this photo. These associations range
fromm generic to specific ones, e. g. from "this is a portrait" to "this is a portrait of
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Figuree 1.2: The semantic gap visualized
thee jazz trumpeter Chet Baker". Ideally, in the case where there is no semantic gap,
thee computer system can extract the same information from a digital version of this
photo.. Algorithms to classify this image as a photo and to detect the frontal face
aree available. Combining this basic information the validity of the generic semantic
conceptt portrait can be induced. The validity of more specific concepts often depends
onn the availability of more contextual knowledge about the media object.
However,, the semantic gap is still not filled and may never be. One of the reasons
iss the role of ambiguity. The more abstract a concept becomes the more subjective,
duee to e. g. cultural context-sensitivity, interpretations are possible. In [Eak96] the
authorss distinguish three image content levels:
levell 1 primitive features: color, texture, shape;
levell 2 derived (or logical) features: contains objects of a given type or contains individuall objects;
levell 3 abstract attributes: named events or types of activities, or emotional or religiouss significance.
Thee higher the level the more subjective, and thus ambiguous, annotations become.
Statee of the art annotation extraction algorithms reach level 2. Level 3 algorithms are
onlyy possible for clearly defined and distinguishable (narrow) domains. To provide
enoughh support for an attack on the third level the annotation subsystem will need
specializedd constructs to handle mis ambiguity, e. g. using probabilistic reasoning.

1.2.22 Annotation Extraction Algorithms
Thee predominant approach to try and bridge the semantic gap is the translation of
thee raw data into low-level features, which are subsequently mapped into high-level,
i.i. e. semantic meaningful, concepts. This approach is reflected in frameworks like
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ADMIREE [Vel98] and COBRA [PJOO] and the compositional semantics method used
inn [CDP99].
Low-levell features (level 1) are directly extracted from the raw media data and
relatee to one or more feature domains embedded in the specific media type [Del99].
Forr images color, texture and shape features are well known examples. The choice of
domainss gets even bigger when several media types are combined into one multimedia
object,, e. g. a video which may be seen as a, time related, sequence of images with an
audioo track.
Rules,, which may be implicit, map these low-level features into semantic concepts
(levell 2 and 3). An expert may hard-code these rules, e. g. a combination of boolean
predicates,, or they may be learned by a machine learning algorithm [Mit97]. Such
ann algorithm may result in human readable rules, as is the case with decision rules
[Qui93],, or the rules may be hidden inside a blackbox, e. g. in the case of a neural
networkk [Fau94].
InIn fact there is a wealth of research on extraction algorithms for both features and
concepts.. When a subset of them are used to annotate a collection of media objects
theyy depend on each other to createe a coherent annotation.

1.2.33 Annotation Extraction Dependencies
Annotationss of the example image of Chet Baker may be extracted by using these
mappingss (illustrated in Figure 1.3):
1.. the image is classified as a photo: feature values, e. g. the number of colors and
thee saturation of these colors, are used in a boolean rule, which determines if
thee image is a photo or not [ASF97];
2.. the photo contains a human face: the group of skin colors in the clc2c3 color
space,, are used to find skin areas and these areas form the input to a neural
networkk which determines the presence of a human face in the photo [GASOO].
Thiss example shows that concepts do not only depend on features, they may also dependd on each other. In this example the face detection presupposes that the image is
classifiedd as a photo. This is a different kind of dependency. The dependency between
featuree and concept extraction is based on a direct output/input relation: the output of
thee feature detector is input for the photo decision rule. This type of dependencies is
calledd an output/input dependency. However, the dependency between the two conceptss is based on context: the photo concept functions as a contextual filter for the
facee concept.
Thiss context dependency can be hardcoded as an output/input dependency. Unfortunatelyy this will harm the generality of the face detector: it can not be reused in a
differentt context, where there is no photo pre-filter. Context dependency is a design
decisionn or domain restriction and is not enforced by the extraction algorithm. In this
specificspecific case the decision to use the photo classifier as a pre-filter is made because
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Figuree 1.3: Automatic information extraction steps
thee face detector is expensive, while the photo classifier is cheap. By using the photo
classifierr as a pre-filter only images with a high chance on the presence of a face will
bee passed on to the expensive face detector. Due to the explicit handling of this contextt dependency the face detector stays generic in nature and is able to be reused in a
differentt context, e. g. black and white images.
Thee subsystem which controls the automatic information extraction has to take
caree of these dependencies and use them to call the algorithms, evaluate the rules and
runn the machine learning algorithms to produce the features and concepts to be stored
inn the database.

1.2.44

Annotation Maintenance

Complicatingg the task of the annotation subsystem further, supporting multimedia informationn retrieval in a non-static environment, like the WWW, involves the maintenancee of the annotations, features and concepts, stored in the database so they reflect
thee current status in this evolving environment.
Theree are several possible sources of change leading to the need of annotation
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maintenance.. Assuming that the media objects are not stored in the database, only the
annotationss are, the first source is an external one. The media objects themselves may
bee modified. Upon each modification the automatic (and manual) annotation has to
bee redone to guarantee that the database contains the correct and up-to-date data. Two
otherr sources can be seen as internal to the system: changes in the extraction algorithmsrithms and in the dependencies between them. If an algorithm is improved (or a bug
iss fixed), the specific features or concepts have to be updated. Due to the output/input
andd context dependencies between features and concepts this change may trigger the
needd for reruns of many other extraction algorithms. Finally, the output/input and
contextt dependencies may change. The addition or removal of a context dependency
may,, again, trigger the need for reruns of extraction algorithms.
Whenn the dependencies and algorithms are embedded in a, hand crafted, special
purposee program there is basically one option: rework the program and do a complete
rerunn of the annotation process for the affected multimedia objects. However, when
(att least) the dependencies are described in a declarative manner, a supervisor program
cann take care of the maintenance process. Such a supervisor analyzes the dependencies
andd reruns only the extraction algorithms which are affected by the change. In this way
aa complete rerun, including unnecessary reruns of expensive algorithms, is prevented
andd the database is maintained incrementally.

1.33

The Acoi System

Althoughh incremental maintenance of multimedia annotations has been identified as a
keyy research topic [SK98], there has been little actual research to solve this problem
andd no satisfactory solution exists yet. This thesis describes the Acoi system architecturee and its reference implementation, which provides a sound framework for the
automaticc part of the annotation subsystem, including incremental maintenance.

1.3.11

A Grammar-based Approach

Formall language theory forms the foundation of this framework. Its choice was based
onn the observation that proper management of annotations all involve context:
thee semantic gap the more specific a concept, the more structural contextual knowledgee is needed for validation (see Section 1.2.1);
disambiguationn the more abstract a concept, the more user specific contextual knowledgee is needed to disambiguate it (see Section 1.2.1);
contextuall dependency to promote reuse of detectors, context dependencies should
bee explicitly handled (see Section 1.2.3);
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incrementall maintenance exact knowledge of the origins, i. e. the context, of an
annotationn is needed to localize the impact of internal or external changes and
thuss enable incremental maintenance (see Section 1.2.4).
Thee Acoi system would thus benefit from a dependency description or processingg model which covers context knowledge for both annotations and extraction algorithms.rithms. Traversing the dependency description a path from the start of the extraction
processs to the actual extraction of a specific annotation can be maintained. A set
off annotation paths can easily be described by a tree. Sets of valid trees, i. e. valid
annotationn paths, are naturally modeled by grammars. Grammars form a context preservingg basis for a dependency description. However, the context descriptions should
bee underspecified enough to keep algorithms generic and enable, and even promote,
reuse.. The theoretical and practical implications of this intuition is investigated in this
thesis. .

13.22 System Architecture
Detailedd descriptions of the Acoi system components, shown in Figure 1.4, and their
relationshipss form the core of the thesis.
Chapterr 2 starts with a description of the Acoi system foundation: the feature
grammargrammar systems. This foundation is based on a careful embedding of extraction
algorithmss into formal language theory and to formally describe both types of informationn extraction dependencies.
Thee next chapter introduces a non-mathematical notation for feature grammar systems:: the feature grammar language. This language supports the core of a feature
grammarr system. Based on earlier experience extensions are added to conveniently
supportt the various forms of feature and concept extraction.
Inn Chapter 4, the Feature Detector Engine (FDE) uses the execution semantics
off feature grammar systems to produce the annotations. This involves traversing the
dependenciess described and execution of its associated extraction algorithms. The
coree is supplied by a practical algorithm taken from natural language research and
compilerr technology and adapted to handle the specific needs of feature grammar
systems. .
Thee impact of the system on the database is discussed in Chapter 5. The engine
deliverss its data, i. e. annotations and their complete context, in a format related to the
semanticss of the feature grammar language. This format is generic and can be mapped
too the requirements of any DBMS. In this chapter a DBMS specific mapping for the
Monett back-end and related optimization issues are discussed.
Thee Feature Detector Scheduler (FDS), described in Chapter 6, analyzes the dependencies,, i. e. the possible contexts, in a specific feature grammar to localize the
effectt of changes in source data, algorithms or dependencies. When the parts affectedd are identified, the scheduler triggers incremental maintenance runs of the engine,, which result in the propagation of changes to the database.
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1.3.33

Case Studies

Variouss real world applications have been used to identify and evaluate functional,
performancee and capacity requirements for the Acoi system architecture. The case
studiess will be entirely exposed in Chapter 7. But throughout the thesis they will also,
justt like the reference implementation, function as running examples to illustrate how
specificc requirements are met by the system architecture. Therefor the succeeding
subsectionss will shortly introduce the case studies.
Thee WWW Multimedia Search Engine
Thee WWW is probably the largest unconstrained collection of multimedia objects
available.. Search engines have extracted text-based entry points to function as roadsignss to browse this vast collection. With the growing popularity of the web the search
andd retrieval of other media types is getting more attention, e. g. both AltaVista [AltOl]
andd Google [GooOl] are offering some support for retrieval of multimedia objects.
However,, this support is still based on text, e. g. keywords extracted from either the
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URLL of the object or from the web page it appears on. Content- or concept-based
retrievall play only a significant role in research prototypes, like WebSeer [FSA96],
WebSEEkk [SC96] and ImageScape [LewOO]. These prototypes allow the retrieval of
imagess on the basis of a limited set of, hardwired, concepts, e. g. faces or landscape
elements. .
Thee Acoi system architecture is used to build and maintain a multimedia search
engine'ss index. With advances in computer vision and sensor informatics the number
off automatic extractable features and concepts will gradually increase. Due to the
system'ss ability to maintain its index incrementally (prototypes of) new features or
conceptt extraction algorithms are easily added. This ability also makes it well suited
too adapt to the dynamic behavior of the Internet, L e. the index is continually updated
insteadd of completely recreated.
Thee basis is a simple model of the web: web objects and their links. This model
iss then evolutionary enhanced with content-based feature and concept extraction algorithms. .
Thee Australian Open Search Engine
Thiss Australian Open case study also involves the maintenance of a search engine's index.. But in this case the domain is restricted to the Australian Open tennis tournament.
Inn the WWW case study the model contains multimedia objects and generic relations.
Thiss limited model makes it possible to extract only very generic features and concepts,, e. g. this video contains 25 shots. However, in this case study the system also
containss conceptual information and, combined with domain knowledge, more specificc feature and concept extraction can be realized, e. g. this video of a tennis match
betweenn Monica Seles and Jennifer Capriati contains 25 shots of which 20 show the
tenniss court.
Thee prime benefit of the Australian Open case study is to test theflexibilityand
openn character of the system architecture. The Acoi system is embedded in a larger
applicationn and has to interact with separate systems, which handle the conceptual
dataa or function as distributed extraction algorithms.
Rijksmuseumm Presentation Generation
Thee Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, like many other museums, makes part of its collectionn available in digital format1. This gives the public alternative and interactive ways
too browse the collection. The database underlying this interactive system contains
manuall annotations of the museum pieces.
Thee underlying database is semistructured in nature, L e. the annotation is not
alwayss complete. The Acoi system is used, in this case, as a style database. If the
annotatorr did not specify the style period of a painting the system tries to infer the
www.rii j ksmuseum.nl
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correctt style using the dependency description and associated extractors. The thus automaticallyy augmented annotation may help in several ways. It may help the annotator
inn completing the annotation by providing useful hints. Furthermore, it may allow the
museumm visitor to retrieve possible matches.
Thee features and concepts extracted may also be used to influence and optimize
thee layout of the hypermedia presentation generated to browse a query result.

1.44

Discussion

Thiss introductory chapter surveyed the domain of digital media warehouses. A numberr of research challenges exist within this domain and are the focus of attention
forr a multidisciplinary research community. The research described in this thesis is
dedicatedd to the problem of automatic extraction and (incremental) maintenance of
multimediaa annotations. To retain enough contextual knowledge a grammar-based
approachh is taken, which grounds the approach in a well-studied field of computer
science.. The subsequent chapters start with laying the formal basis and work towards
aa practical solution to the problem. Chapter 7 will showcase the solution in the form
off the evaluation of several case studies in the problem domain, and may thus be of
mainn interest to practical oriented readers.

